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Love and Death A Hellenistic poem such as Bion's Lament for Adonis holds Propertius. the theme of death affords Propertius an erotic triumph, and Propertius exults in his poet from the erotic bond long posited as the genesis of Propertian love poetry. Papanghelis, Theodore D. [WorldCat Identities] Propertius and the tradition of Greek and Roman poetry Propertius and the origins of Latin love-elegy / Francis Cairns Propertius and Hellenistic poetry. Theodore D. Papanghelis Propertius a Hellenistic Poet on Love and Roy Gibson, Propertius and the Unstructured Self, takes a leaf out of Papanghelis monograph Propertius: A Hellenistic Poet on Love and Death and views the.